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Corpógrafo
www.linguateca.pt/corpografo
Corpógrafo
General functionalities
Text manipulation
Importing
Cleaning texts
Corpora analysis
Concordances
N-grams
Terminology
Databases
Extraction of terms
Extraction of relations and 
definitions
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Using regular expressions (e.g. “(the|a) \w+ is \w+”)*
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 Extraction of definitions / semantic relations
− Pattern-based
Corpógrafo
Extraction of Definitions
(^|^the |^a |^an | the | a | an )__TERMO__ is (a|an|the) \w+ \w+ of the 
(^|^the |^a |^an | the | a | an )__TERMO__ is (a|an|the) \w+ of 
(^|^the |^a |^an | the | a | an )__TERMO__ is \w+ with 
(^|^the |^a |^an | the | a | an )__TERMO__ is made of 
(^|^the |^a |^an | the | a | an )__TERMO__ is made up of 
(^|^the |^a |^an | the | a | an )__TERMO__ is the main 
(^|^the |^a |^an | the | a | an )__TERMO__ is (that|the) part of
(^|^the |^a |^an | the | a | an )__TERMO__ is (part|composed) of
Example patterns:
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Extraction of Semantic Relations
Example patterns for holonymy / meronymy:
(^|^a |^an |^the | a | an | the )__TERMO2__ is located in the __TERMO1__
(^|^a |^an |^the | a | an | the )__TERMO1__ is (composed|made up) of .* : the .* , 
(the|a|an) __TERMO2__
(^|^a |^an |^the | a | an | the )__TERMO1__ is (composed|made up) of .* : 
(the|a|an) __TERMO2__
(^|^a |^an |^the | a | an | the )__TERMO1__ which is composed of \w+ __TERMO2__
(^|^a |^an |^the | a | an | the )__TERMO2__ is the \w+ of the __TERMO1__ 
(^|^a |^an |^the | a | an | the )__TERMO2__ , the \w+ part of the __TERMO1__
(^|^a |^an |^the | a | an | the )__TERMO1__ contains the \w+ , __TERMO2__
(^|^a |^an |^the | a | an | the )__TERMO1__ consists of (the|a|an) __TERMO2__
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Corpógrafo
 New tools
 Phraseology / Lexicography
 Identification of phrases and 
lexical items
 Relations and translation 
equivalents
 Discourse analysis
 Genre analysis
 Aligned concordances
 Parallel corpora
 Comparable corpora
Integrating NooJ
Motivation
Integrate POS information for obtaining concordances and 
extracting lexical items / phrases 
Syntactic and semantic analysis 
Why NooJ?
Comprehensive corpus processing engine
Extensible through the use of lexical and syntactic 
grammars
Linguistic resources available for various languages
Integrating NooJ
Practical aspects
Executable in Linux under the Mono platform
(http://www.mono-project.com/)*
Command-line programme (noojapply.exe)*
Communication through text files
Implementation
Perl module (NooJUtil.pm)*
init: write corpus sentences to file; select dictionary
query: obtain NooJ concordances with noojapply.exe
concordance: obtain results and convert to Corpógrafo's 
concordance format
Integrating NooJ
 NooJUtil module
Integrating NooJ
Select corresponding 
sentence
Concordancia.pm
- left and right context
- origin file
- occurrences
 Converting results
Using NooJ Expressions
in Corpógrafo
Using NooJ Expressions
in Corpógrafo
Using NooJ Expressions
in Corpógrafo
Using NooJ Expressions
in Corpógrafo
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in Corpógrafo
Using NooJ Expressions
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Using NooJ Expressions
in Corpógrafo
What next?
Performance – function calls to NooJ library?
Annotations
<TERM>, <LEX>, <DISCRS>, user defined?
Show / edit annotations
Grammars
Disambiguation
Syntactic / semantic analysis
Lexical / phrasal items
Rules and grammars
Discourse analysis
Discourse markers – create dictionary?
Thank you!
This work was done in the scope of the Linguateca, 
contract nº339/1.3/C/NAC, project jointly funded by the 
Portuguese Government and the European Union.
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 “Aligned” concordances
